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Abstract: Open Flow is a Software Defined Networking (SDN) protocol that is being deployed in many network
systems. SDN application verification takes an important role in guaranteeing the correctness of the application.
Through the investigation, process discover that application verification can be very inefficient under the
OpenFlow protocol since there are many race conditions between the data packets and control plane messages.
Furthermore, these race conditions also increase the control  plane  workload  and  packet  forwarding  delay.
In the Attendre, an OpenFlow extension, to mitigate the ill effects of the race conditions in Open-Flow networks.
To implement the Attendre in NICE (a model checking verifier), Open vSwitch (a software virtual switch) and
NOX (an OpenFlow controller). The method can used to develop the verification and forwarding which is save
our time for retransmission.
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INTRODUCTION Note that for the regular service  the  Post  usually  does

Networking is the construction, design and use of a some letters may be lost and some letters are delivered to
network, including the physical (cabling, hub, bridge, the wrong mailbox. If a letter is important, then the sender
switch, router and so forth), the selection and use of can use the registered service to ensure that the letter will
telecommunication protocol and computer software for be delivered to its recipient. Networking works by
using and managing the network and the establishment of piggybacking a number of different protocols on top of
operation policies and procedures related to the network. each other. In this way, one piece of data can be
A  process  that   fosters  the  exchange  of  information transmitted using multiple protocols encapsulated within
and ideas among individuals or groups that share a one another. We will talk about some of the more common
common interest. Networking may fall into one of two protocols that you may come across and attempt to
categories-social  or  business.  In  the  latter  category, explain the difference, as well as give context as to what
one of the implicit objectives is to form professional part of the process they are involved with. We will start
relationships that may boost one's future business and with protocols implemented on the lower networking
employment prospects [1]. layers and work our way up to protocols with higher

Services And Protocols: The Post defines precisely which It is implemented in the transport layer of the IP/TCP
types of letters (size, weight, etc.) can be delivered by model and is used to establish reliable connections. 
using the Standard Mail service. Furthermore, the format TCP is one of the protocols that encapsulates data
of the envelope is specified (position of the sender and into packets. It then transfers these to the remote end of
recipient addresses, position of the stamp). Someone who the connection using the methods available on the lower
wants to send a letter must either place the letter at a Post layers.  On  the  other  end,  it  can  check   for   errors,
Office or inside one of the dedicated mailboxes. The letter request certain pieces to be resent and reassemble the
will then be collected and delivered to its final recipient. information into one logical piece to send to the

not  guarantee  the  delivery  of  each  particular  letter,

abstraction. TCP stands for transmission control protocol.
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application layer. The protocol builds up a connection hardware devices. For example, instead of giving each of
prior to data transfer using a system called a three-way 10 employees in a department an expensive color printer
handshake. This is a way for the two ends of the (or resorting  to   the  “sneakernet”  again),  one  printer
communication to acknowledge the request and agree can be placed  on  the  network  for  everyone  to  share.
upon a method of ensuring data reliability. After the data Small computer networks allow multiple users to share a
has been sent, the connection is torn down using a similar single Internet connection. 
four-way handshake. TCP is the protocol of choice for In a business environment, a network allows the
many of the most popular uses for the internet, including administrators to much better manage the company's
WWW, FTP, SSH and email. It is safe to say that the critical data. Instead of having this data spread over
internet we know today would not be here without TCP. dozens or even hundreds of small computers in a

Goals Of Networking: The goals of PC networking have centralized on shared servers. This makes it easy for
been   expanding  over  the  last  few  years  from  simple everyone to find the data, makes it possible for the
file  and printer  sharing  to  access  of  fax   machines, administrators to ensure that the data is regularly backed
modems and  enterprise  wide  electronic  mail   systems up and also allows for the implementation of security
[2]. All the while, the essential goals of networking have measures to control who can read or change various
always been to share resources and to provide a medium pieces of critical information. To be able to deliver these
for communications. A network resource is either a device messages, the service provider must be able to
or a capability on the network that’s available for use by unambiguously identify each user. In computer networks,
network users. The computer that  the  network  resources each user is identified by a unique address, we will
are attached to is called the server. The other computers discuss later how  these  addresses  are  built  and  used.
that access those resources over the network are called At this point and when considering unicast transmission,
clients. The typical PC network user today takes shared the main characteristic obtained. the application layer is
file and printer access for granted. But there are now other responsible for creating and transmitting user data
resources that also can be made available to the user. between applications. The applications can be on remote
Among them are fax machines, modems, computer servers systems and should appear to operate as if locally to the
and database servers. Networks connect computers and end user. 
the users of those computers. Individuals within a
building or work group can be connected into local area SDN Basics: Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is an
networks (LANs); LANs in distant locations can be emerging networking paradigm that gives hope to change
interconnected into larger wide area networks (WANs). the limitations  of  current  network  infrastructures.  First,
Once connected, it is possible for network users to it breaks the vertical integration by separating the
communicate with each other using technologies such as network’s control logic (the control plane) from the
electronic mail. This makes the transmission of business underlying routers and switches that forward the traffic
(or non-business) information easier, more efficient and (the data plane). Second, with the separation of the
less expensive than it would be without the network. control and data planes, network switches become simple

One of the most important uses of networking is to forwarding devices and the control logic is implemented
allow the sharing of data. Before networking was common, in a logically centralized controller (or network operating
an accounting employee who wanted to prepare a report system1), simplifying policy enforcement and network
for her manager would  have  to  produce  it  on  his  PC, (re)configuration and evolution. It is important to
put it on a floppy disk and then walk it over to the emphasize  that  a  logically  centralized  programmatic
manager, who would transfer the data to her PC's hard model does not postulate a physically centralized system.
disk. True networking allows thousands of employees to In fact, the need to guarantee adequate levels of
share data  much  more  easily  and  quickly  than   this. performance, scalability and reliability would preclude
More so, it makes possible applications that rely on the such a solution. Instead, production-level SDN network
ability of many people to access and share the same data, [3] designs resort to physically distributed control planes
such as databases, group software development and The separation of the control plane and the data plane can
much more. Intranets and extranets can be used to be realized by means of a well-defined programming
distribute corporate information between sites and to interface between the switches and the SDN controller.
business partners. Networks facilitate the sharing of The controller exercises direct control over the state in the

haphazard fashion as their users create it, data can be
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data plane elements via this well-defined application such  as  the  ONF  and  the  Open  Daylight   initiative,
programming interface (API), as depicted. The most another indication of the importance of SDN from an
notable    example    of   such an   API   is   Open  Flow industrial perspective.
[4]. An Open  Flow  switch  has  one  or  more   tables of SDN refers to a network architecture where the
packet-handling rules (flow table). Each rule matches a forwarding state in the data plane is managed by a remote
subset of the traffic and performs certain actions control plane decoupled from the former. The networking
(dropping, forwarding, modifying, etc.) on the traffic. industry has on many occasions shifted from this original
Depending on the rules installed by a controller view of SDN, by referring to anything that involves
application, an OpenFlow switch can – instructed by the software as being SDN. We therefore attempt, in this
controller   –   behave    like    a   router,   switch,   firewall, section, to provide a much less ambiguous definition of
or perform other roles (e.g., load balancer, traffic shaper software-defined networking. In this paper, we present, to
and in general those of a middlebox). An important the best of our knowledge, the most comprehensive
consequence of the software defined networking literature survey on SDN to date. We organize this survey
principles is the separation of concerns introduced as depicted in Figure 1. We start, in the next two sections,
between     the     definition      of      network    policies, by explaining the context, introducing the motivation for
their implementation in switching hardware and the SDN and explaining the main concepts of this new
forwarding of traffic. This separation is key to the desired paradigm and how it differs from traditional networking.
flexibility, breaking the network control problem into Our aim in the early part of the survey is also to explain
tractable pieces and making it easier to create and that SDN is not as novel as a technological advance [7].
introduce new abstractions in networking, simplifying Indeed, its existence is rooted at the intersection of a
network management [5] and facilitating network series of “old” ideas, technology drivers and current and
evolution and innovation. Although SDN and OpenFlow future needs. The concepts underlying SDN – the
started as academic experiments, they gained significant separation of the control and data planes, the flow
traction in the industry over the past few years. Most abstraction upon which forwarding decisions are made,
vendors of commercial switches now include support of the (logical) centralization of network control and the
the OpenFlow API in their equipment. The SDN ability to program the network – are not novel by
momentum was strong enough to make Google, Facebook, themselves. However, the integration of already tested
Yahoo, Microsoft, Verizon and Deutsche Telekom fund concepts with recent trends in networking – namely the
Open Networking Foundation (ONF) with the main goal of availability of merchant switch silicon and the huge
promotion and adoption of SDN through open standards interest in feasible forms of network virtualization are
development. As the initial concerns with SDN scalability leading to this paradigm shift in networking. As a result of
were addressed in particular the myth that logical the high industry interest and the potential to change the
centralization implied a physically centralized controller, status  quo  of  networking  from   multiple  perspectives,
an issue we will return to later on – SDN ideas have a number of standardization efforts around SDN are
matured and evolved from an academic exercise to a ongoing, is the core of this survey, presenting an
commercial success. Google, for example, has deployed a extensive and comprehensive analysis of the building
software-defined network to interconnect its data centers blocks of an SDN infrastructure using a bottom-up,
across the globe. This production network has been in layered approach. The option for a layered approach is
deployment for 3 years, helping the company to improve grounded on the fact that SDN allows thinking of
operational efficiency and significantly reduce costs [6]. networking along two fundamental concepts, which are
VMware’s network virtualization platform, NSX, is another common    in   other   disciplines   of    computer  science:
example. NSX is a commercial solution that delivers a fully a) separation of concerns (leveraging the concept of
functional network in software, provisioned independent abstraction) and b) recursion. Our layered, bottom-up
of the underlying networking devices, entirely based approach divides the networking problem into eight parts:
around SDN principles. As a final example, the world’s 1)  hardware   infrastructure,   2)   southbound  interfaces,
largest IT companies (from carriers and equipment 3) network virtualization (hypervisor layer between the
manufacturers to cloud providers and financial-services forwarding devices and the network operating systems),
companies)   have    recently   joined   SDN   consortia 4)   network   operating   systems  (SDN  controllers  and
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Fig. 1: Layered view of networking functionality. Attendre can reduce verification time by several orders of

control platforms), 5) northbound interfaces (to offer a time. The Open Flow is the mostly commonly used SDN
common programming abstraction to the upper layers, language. In  an  SDN  with  a  centralized  control  plane,
mainly the network applications), 6) virtualization using the Open Flow protocol carries the message between SDN
slicing techniques provided by special purpose. controllers and the underlying network infrastructure,

Computer networks can be divided in three planes of bringing network applications to life. The sender sends
functionality: the data, control and management planes the data, to the receiver via switches. If any problem
(see Figure 1). The data plane corresponds to the occurring in data packet means, the managed switch route
networking devices, which are responsible for (efficiently) the data packet to the controller node. The controller node
forwarding data. The control plane represents the intimates the problem to the sender node as a error
protocols used to populate the forwarding tables of the message. The sender resolving the problem and retransmit
data plane elements. The management plane includes the the data in same route path.
software services, such as SNMP-based tools, used to
remotely monitor and configure the control functionality. System Architecture: SDN separates the data plane and
Network  policy  is  defined  in  the  management  plane, the control plane of a network. The data plane, usually the
the control plane enforces the policy and the data plane switch ASIC chip in a hardware switch platform or the
executes it by forwarding data accordingly. In traditional kernel module in a software virtual switch, is responsible
IP networks, the control and data planes are tightly for fast packet processing, such as forwarding or
coupled, embedded in the same networking devices and dropping   packets    and    modifying   packet   headers.
the whole structure is highly decentralized. This was The control plane, on the other hand, configures the
considered important for the design of the Internet in the packet processing rules on the data plane and handles the
early days: it seemed the best way to guarantee network packets when the data plane does not know how to
resilience,  which  was  a  crucial  design  goal [8].  In process them. OpenFlow is the de  facto  standard  SDN
fact, this approach has been quite effective in terms of protocol the control plane uses to configure the network
network performance, with a rapid increase of line rate and data plane.
port densities.

To support network management, a small number of
vendors offer proprietary solutions of specialized
hardware, operating systems and control programs
(network applications). Network operators have to acquire
and maintain different management solutions and the
corresponding specialized teams. The capital and
operational cost of building and maintaining a networking
infrastructure is significant, with long return on
investment cycles, which hamper innovation and addition
of new features and services (for instance access control,
load  balancing,  energy efficiency,  traffic  engineering).
To alleviate the lack of in-path functionalities within the Fig. 2: System Architecture

network, a myriad of specialized components and middle
boxes, such as firewalls, intrusion detection systems and
deep packet in current networks. 

Forwarding     and     Verification    Process:   Attendre,
an  Open   Flow   extension,  to mitigate   the   ill   effects
of the race conditions in Open-Flow networks. We have
implemented Attendre in NICE (a model checking verifier),
Open v Switch  (a  software  virtual   switch)   and   NOX
[9] (an OpenFlow controller). Experiments show that

magnitude and significantly reduce TCP connection setup
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In Fig 2., the sender sends the packet index to the transmission process. One of the most important usages
switch. Then the file sends from the sender to the receiver of SDN is in fine-grained network security policy
via switch connection. The switch verifies the packet by enforcement in enterprise networks [11] to combat the
using the packet index. There is no problem means it can unauthorized    resource    access    threat.    To   realize
be transmit to the receiver. If any problem occurring in the fine-grained network security policies, a critical feature
data packet means the switch router the packet to the supported by OpenFlow is the so-called packet-in
controller. The controller forwards the ack to the sender. messages. Using this feature, a traffic flow that is not
The sender analyzes the problem and retransmits the known to the network switches is directed, via packet-in
correct data packet via same switch to the receiver. messages, to the centralized controller for processing [12].

An OpenFlow switch communicates with the Among all automated SDN verification approaches
controller over  a  secured  TCP  channel.  In   Open  Flow, proposed (a broader discussion of the various
if a packet does not match with a flow table, the packet approaches can be found in Section, model checking is
will be buffered3 at the switch and will be associated with the most powerful one, since it is capable of detecting the
a buffer ID, which can be used to retrieve the packet from widest range of misbehavior (e.g., forwarding loops,
the buffer. Then, a packet-in message containing the reachability failures, policy  violations,  lack  of  liveness)
match fields of the packet, buffer ID and the table ID of in SDN applications even before these applications are
the flow table at which the mismatch happens will be sent deployed. In model checking, the entire network,
from the switch to the controller. By processing the including the switches, the hosts and the controller
packet-in, the controller could add one or more entries to running SDN applications, is modeled as a state machine.
the specified flow tables of switches by sending flow-mod The verifier explores the entire state space and checks for
messages to them. The controller could also issue a network property invariant violations by simulating every
packet-out message containing actions and the buffer ID possible event ordering inside the entire network.
in the packet-in message back to the switch. 

Open Flow Network Configuration: Open Flow is a #process the original data packet
Software Defined Networking (SDN) protocol [10] that is  while initial matching or goto next flow table action do
being deployed in many network systems. SDN if DP matches the current flow table then
application verification takes an important role in execute actions in the matched entry
guaranteeing the correctness of the application. Through else
our investigation, we discover that application verification add a buffer entry
can be very inefficient under the Open Flow protocol endif
since there are many race conditions between the data #process mismatched data packet
packets and control plane messages. Open Flow protocol send packet for DP to the controller
enables the programmatic and centralized control of a return
network’s behavior. Software application programs endwhile
running on a centralized Open Flow controller can execute the action set of DP
observe virtually any aspects of an Open Flow enabled (a).Processing a data packet
network and correspondingly dictate the behavior of the
network by sending command messages to directly Controlling Race Condition: It increased the workload on
configure packet processing rules on the Open Flow the switches and the controller. The race conditions can
enabled network switches. This centralized, user- be reduced while eliminating the unnecessary messages,
programmable control plane   architecture   is   generally which are the root causes for inefficient verification and
 referred   to   as Software-Defined Networking (SDN). increased forwarding delay.

Model     Checking      And      Packet    Verification: Describe the Ill Effects of the Race Conditions: Using
Model checking is the most powerful one, since it is state  transition  diagrams,  we  point  out   the   ill   effects
capable of detecting the widest range of misbehavior in of the races in model checking based Open Flow
networks. The checking process are done by the switches application verification. We also describe other ill effects,
when the packets are received. By using the packet index like increased packet forwarding delay and increased
which can be send by the sender host during the workload on the switches and the  controller.  3)  Control

START: SWITCH receives a data packet DP
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and Mitigate the Ill Effects of Race Conditions with
Attendre: We present Attendre, an extension of the
OpenFlow protocol to control the race conditions  so as
to mitigate the ill effects of races. By controlling these
races, i mean that the messaging behavior of a switch is as
if the outcomes of the races are deterministic. By
controlling the outcomes of the race conditions, Attended
eliminates many necessary  network states as well as
many unnecessary    control    plane    messages,    which
 are the  root   causes  for  inefficient   verification   and
increased forwarding delay. We present the changes to
the Open Flow protocol and the changes to switches in Fig. 3: Retransmission Process
detail.

Packet    Loss    Ack Avoidance:    A    duplicate   copy
Forwarding Delay Acknowledgement: After the of    packet   for   avoiding  failure  which   is   save   our
verification process, there is no problem means the packet time for retransmission. In Fig. 3 the sender sends a two
can receive by the end host. In case of packet loss occurs, copy of packets one for controller which have meta
switch sends the failure acknowledgement to the information about file and another one for switch node in
centralized management for the purpose of correctness case of switch node sent ack means controller can
the application. By controlling these races, we mean that transmit packets to destination without involvement of
the messaging behavior of a switch is as if the outcomes sender.
of the races are deterministic. In case of packet loss it
forward filler notification to the sender by controlling the CONCLUSIONS
outcomes of the race conditions, Attended eliminates
many necessary network states. Traditional networks are complex and hard to

Packet Re-Forwarding: The verified network has a sender data   planes   are  vertically  integrated   and   vendor
and replier. The sender sends data packets and receives specific. Another, concurring reason, is that typical
the same  number  of  packets  returned  by  the   replier. networking devices are also tightly tied to line products
We run the verification with different numbers of packets and   versions.  In  other  words,  each  line   of   product
and different numbers of switches between the sender may have its own particular configuration and
and  the  replier.  Send  packet  again  in  alternate   way. management interfaces, implying  long  cycles  for
The controller forwards a failure acknowledgement to the producing  product  updates (e.g., new firmware) or
sender which can sent by the switch for the correct packet upgrades (e.g., new  versions  of  the  devices).  All  this
transmission. has   given   rise  to  vendor  lock-in   problems   for

START: SWITCH receives a packet out message restrictions  to  change  and   innovation. The method
if packet receives have identified three types of race conditions present in
set of the packet in PO an OpenFlow network and presented a mechanism called
endif Attendre that mitigates the ill effects of these race
process the packet conditions. As our results indicate, the benefit of
if PO is the last msg then Attendre  is  potentially  very   large.   More   broadly, this
remove the buffer entry work emphasizes the importance of considering race
let the pkt buffered by the entry to rematch the conditions in SDN protocol design and shows that by

flowtable taking the consequence of race conditions as a first-class
endif protocol design concern, it is possible to gain a deeper
return understanding of the subtle behaviors of existing
(b).Processing a pkt_out msg protocols and lead to improved protocol designs.

manage. One  of  the  reasons  is  that  the   control   and

network infrastructure owners, as well as posing  severe
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